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Whether you are new to research administration or a seasoned veteran, the one thing we 
can all agree on is the high volume of work in our field. This article can’t fix the volume 
of work, but it can provide a few tips and maybe a bit of inspiration to help manage the 
chaos.  

If you type into Google “tools to manage workflow” numerous articles will appear in 
your search. Many of those articles will direct you to cloud-based platforms such as 
Basecamp, Trello, and the like for managing projects/flow. For me, these options, did 
not help my day-to-day processes of sorting, reviewing, approving, and filing digital 
documents/emails. Nor did they help for tracking grant status or capturing faculty 
notes. The following four items, available free (for Microsoft users) did.  

A note, although these tools worked for me, they will not work for everyone as 
organization depends on a person’s unique preferences and needs. For example, in my 
career each new job required a different system to manage the demands, volume, and 
flow of that specific work. Productivity tools, therefore, are not a one-size fits all. As 
professionals, we learn and grow with new policies, data, and technology in our field, so 
why not apply that same mindset to organizing our work? We need to be okay with 
trying, testing, and quitting organization tools to find the right fit.  

Now, let’s dive into four tools that may help you find the right fit in managing the chaos.   

#1 Outlook Tasks for The Everyday  
If Microsoft discontinued Outlook Tasks, I don’t know what I would do! This little 
widget, built into Outlook email, can quickly mark an email for later follow-up, create a 
new task, and categorize items. 

Using Outlook Tasks is fairly self-explanatory, but I’ve found three tricks to make it 
work even better.  

Tip 1 - Change the Task name to an ACTION item (and be specific) 

When you make an email a Task, Microsoft will automatically make the name of the Task 
the subject line of that email. We all know from experience that subject lines are not 
guaranteed to be anywhere related to the content of said email. Changing it to something 
actionable has helped me review the issue/Task and ensure that a deadline is met.  
 
Tip 2 – Tasking helps manage email time 



Tasking helps me quickly scan an email and determine if it can be resolved in 5 minutes 
or less. If so, it is not worth the Task. Tasking also helps the morning influx of emails as I 
purposely take 15-20 minutes upon logging in to review and sort emails daily.  

Tip 3 – Integrate with Teams  

Did you know you can create a Task from a Teams chat? Check out this link, which shows 
step-by-step how to make a chat a task.   

#2 Good Old, Excel File for Long(er) Projects 
For long(er) term projects I use good old fashion Excel. Anyone at the department level 
will say, even with a university grant system, tracking multiple grants is sometimes 
easier with a personal list. The volume of awards, for me, makes using anything outside 
of Excel cumbersome. I’ve tried post-it notes on my desktop and a paper notebook at my 
desk, but neither has worked for tracking grant statuses.   

Unlike the post-it notes or paper notebook staring at me, a spreadsheet is easily hidden. 
Unfortunately, not having the data readily in my eyesight on my desktop raised another 
problem. That is - how to remember, among all my other tasks, to check the status of 
awards in the central system? This circles back to Outlook Tasks, where I keep a weekly 
reoccurring Task to review my spreadsheet every Monday morning.  

#3 One Note for Portfolio/Case Notes 
Many of us have a department or school-level system that "shadows" the pre- or post-
award grant data. Even with these systems, many administrators keep notes on the 
individual faculty and their specific grant accounts. These notes are usually more fluid 
(changing with PI needs) and detailed (specific to an individual person or grant need).  

I've used two methods to track this microdata: First, the good old Excel spreadsheet and 
second, a new attempt at using Microsoft OneNote. If I’m being honest, I still haven’t 
decided if I prefer Excel to OneNote. There are benefits and drawbacks to each for 
faculty notes/portfolio building. Below is my pro/con list if you are interested in either 
tool.  

Factors Considered Excel OneNote 
Maintain Running Notes per Grant X X 
Maintain Running Notes per Faculty X X 
Easily Send Meeting Notes to Faculty X X 
Single View of Department and/or Large Data Set X  
Data Linking / Insert Files*  X 
On The Go (Mobile View)  X 

*For data linking, I do prefer OneNote over Excel. It neatly integrates spreadsheets into a faculty’s “page” so I can 

quickly reference it when meeting with them.  

 
#4 Folders for Desktop Organization 
My last tip does not use any special program but is equally as powerful in managing 
volume. As a Harvard Business Review article argues our physical environment has a 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-au/office/create-a-task-from-a-teams-message-ce086555-cc04-455e-a5e5-4288ca2f6a08#:%7E:text=Hover%20your%20mouse%20over%20any,and%20select%20the%20ellipses%20(%E2%80%A6)&text=In%20the%20new%20window%2C%20fill,to%20a%20To%20Do%20list.
https://hbr.org/2019/03/the-case-for-finally-cleaning-your-desk


significant effect on the way we work. Although HBR focuses on the physical office 
space, this article can equally apply to digital.   

Maintaining a clean or tidy computer desktop can have the same productive boost, in 
my opinion, as an organized physical office space. For me, that space is the mountain of 
saved PDF files, email communications, spreadsheets, etc. which rapidly accumulate on 
my desktop each day. I found filing these items in the moment to my company share 
drive was not practical. It actually disturbed my workflow to have to stop and file items. 
Instead, I created a folder called "Weekly to File" into which I drag and drop items to file 
later. It definitely keeps a clean desktop, but the trick is to faithfully file those items 
timely. Here, Outlook Tasks strikes again! Creating a recurring Task every Friday to file 
all items in that folder helps to manage documents as well as a bit of a break for a Friday 
afternoon.  

- 

To sum up, there are countless tools available for organizing or lives and our work. From 
grant systems determined by our employer to payable cloud-based platforms and 
everything in between. The suggestions above are the result of my own trial and error 
process and work best for me.  I hope this article inspires you to reflect on your own 
processes and choose the ones that are right for you.   
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